Abstract -Markov random field (MRF) has been widely used to incorporate a priori knowledge as penalty or regularizer to preserve edge sharpness while smoothing the region enclosed by the edge for pieces-wise smooth image reconstruction. In our earlier study, we proposed a type of MRF reconstruction method for low-dose CT (LdCT) scans using tissue-specific textures extracted from the same patient's previous full-dose CT (FdCT) scans as prior knowledge. It showed advantages in clinical applications. This paper aims to remove the constraint of using previous data of the same patient. We investigated the feasibility of extracting the tissue-specific MRF textures from an FdCT database to reconstruct a LdCT image of another patient. This feasibility study was carried out by experiments designed as follows. We constructed a tissue-specific MRF-texture database from 3990 FdCT scan slices of 133 patients who were sched- 
I. INTRODUCTION

X
-RAY computed tomography (CT) has been widely exploited for various clinic applications. However, CT is a radiation-intensive procedure, such as in the application for massive population screening, image-guided intervention and dynamic study [1] - [3] . Therefore, tremendous work has been done, as we continually explored ways to reduce the CT dosage as low as reasonably achievable, to relieve the safety concern and expand the clinical utility from every aspect [4] - [6] . Recent software developments have reduced the dosage significantly by using statistical image reconstruction (SIR) methods compared to the widely-used analytical filtered back-projection (FBP) method [7] - [9] . In the past decades, many SIR methods were developed under the hypothesis that the image intensity distribution shall be piecewise smooth and various penalty models or regularizers have been proposed to implement the piece-wise smooth image reconstruction [10] , [11] .
Among various penalty models, the Markov random field (MRF) is an important and widly used one for it could preserve edge sharpness while smoothing the region enclosed by the edge. Simple spatially-invariant MRF did not explicitly consider the non-homogeneity and is not a satisfactory model in real clinical images. To improve this, many modified MRF priors have been proposed. Zhang et al. [12] used a Gaussian Mixture MRF for the entire image to consider the distribution complexity. Zoran and Weiss [13] and Yu et al. [14] used different Gaussian distributions for different patches images to consider the non-homogeneity of the real images. These efforts improved the MRF model and resulted in better reconstructed images. There are also studies using the prior knowledge from previous diagnostic full-dose (FdCT) scans [15] - [17] to improve the LdCT images. Nett et al. [15] incorporated a registered FdCT image into their prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) cost function [16] for subsequent LdCT image reconstructions. Ma et al. [17] proposed previous FdCT image induced nonlocal means penalties to improve the following LdCT image reconstruction for perfusion and interventional imaging.
Inspired by these works, we proposed a MRF based image reconstruction method that tries to enhance the LdCT image using tissue-specific texture knowledge from previous FdCT scans, the MRF-T method [18] - [20] , "T" for "Texture". Comparing with earlier methods [15] - [17] , the MRF-T method does not need point-by-point image registration between FdCT and LdCT scans since the tissue texture is enhanced regionally [20] . Comparing with simple MRF model, this MRF-T method improved the tissue textures in certain scenarios by incorporating the FdCT knowledge. As the tissue textures have been widely recognized as important clinical indicators [21] , [22] , this method could benefit abnormal tissue detection and diagnosis. We briefly presented the clinical evaluation results in the Appendix A.
However, the application of the MRF-T method was constrained by the availability of the same patient's previous FdCT scan. In this paper, we aim to remove this constraint by investigating the feasibility of using MRF textures from a tissue specific FdCT texture database to reconstruct LdCT scans. We call this method the "FdCT Database Assisted" MRF-T, or DB-MRF-T for short.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II will briefly review the MRF-texture based SIR (i.e. MRF-T) method, followed by an introduction to our proposed DB-MRF-T method. Section III will describe the experiment design and present the results. Discussion and conclusions are drawn in Section IV.
II. THEORY AND METHODS
A. Review of the MRF-T Method
In this section, we briefly review the MRF-T method, which is a Bayesian image reconstruction method based on previously extracted tissue-specific texture knowledge. The texture knowledge is stored in neighbor pixel correlation matrix parameters (MRF texture). Refer to [20] for more details of MRF-T.
Given a set of acquired line integral data, denoted by a vector y ∈ R I ×1 , where I is the number of data elements, we are interested in a solution, denoted by a vector μ ∈ R J ×1 with J number of image voxels, which maximizes the posterior probability p(μ| y). By the Bayesian theorem, we have:
where p( y) becomes a constant when maximizing the posterior probability and, therefore p(y) will be ignored. Let the log data likelihood or fidelity term, log( p( y|μ)), be described as a re-weighted least squares [10] and the log prior term, log( p(μ)), be described by a MRF model [24] . The solution for Eq.(1) can be obtained by minimizing the objective function , which is:
where A is the projection matrix with the size I × J , and A i, j is calculated as the intersection length of projection ray i with voxel j . Aμ denotes the mean value vectorȳ of the acquired data y. T is a transpose operator. D is a diagonal matrix where each diagonal element is called the weight for its corresponding datum and also called the variance of the detecting datum in starisitcs. The second term U (μ) is the penalty term and would be discussed in section II.B below. β is a parameter to control the smoothing strength or the balance between the data fidelity term and the penalty term.
Under the hypothesis that the image is piece-wise smooth, MRF has been widely used to model the penalty. In general, U (μ) can be expressed as [20] , [24] :
where index j runs over all the voxels in the image domain, j denotes a small fixed neighborhood region of the j th image voxel, and w j m is the weighting coefficient that indicated the influence of voxel m on voxel j . In a simple MRF model, the weighting coefficient is inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance between the two voxels [24] and the whole matrix is normalized to one. Thus, in 2D case, w j m for the eight image pixels can be given as: 
Unlike the simple MRF parameters matrix described above by Eq.(4), the MRF-T method used the tissue-specific MRF texture which were extracted from the previous fulldose diagnostic quality image [20] . Given an FdCT image and a fixed MRF window size, the MRF texture corresponding to a tissue region can be determined by a linear regression strategy such that every image pixel inside the MRF window can be predicted from a linear combination of its clique-mates. Here, "clique-mates" refers to the pixels that position around the to-be predicted pixel (center pixel) and are bounded by the MRF window. Among all the linear regression estimation algorithms, the least squares algorithm [26] is adapted in this study because of its computational efficiency as demonstrated in [27] . The least-squares predicted MRF coefficients can be formulated as [28] : where, vector μ F D indicates the full dose image. The sum of the predicted MRF texture for each tissue region should be close to one. In this study, the MRF window size was selected as 7×7 in 2D presentation [19] , [27] .
In Eq.(3), φ is defined as the potential function, which is typically chosen as a quadratic form. The texture-preserving MRF regularizer can be given as:
It is noted that w F D j m is used to differentiate the MRF texture extracted from FdCT from the simple MRF parameters w j m in Eq.(3).
B. Introduction to the DB-MRF-T Method
As discussed, a previous FdCT scan is not always available for every LdCT scan. To relieve this constraint, we introduce a method to use MRF textures from a FdCT database instead of from the same patient. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of this proposed DB-MRF-T method. The left side of the flowchart (labeled as "DB Construction") is to build the tissuespecific MRF texture database. The diagnostic high quality FdCT image was reconstructed by applying the FBP method to the full-dose sinogram data and then the reconstructed image was segmented into four specific tissues of lung, bone, fat and muscle. Then four tissue-specific textures were calculated to determine the MRF texture in each tissue region using Eq. (5). The MRF texture were saved in a table for each tissue type, resulting in four tables for each patient.
The right panel of Fig. 1 (labeled as "Image Recon.") described the iterative pixel updating process, which is mostly the same as iterative updating in the MRF-T method with only one difference, the MRF texture are selected from the MRF database instead of previously registered FdCT scan.
In this paper, we studied the feasibility of this DB-MRF-T method using full data driven method based on our 133-patient data sets. Both FdCT and LdCT scans with rough registration are available for each patient. With this data set, we could perform the MRF-T SIR on the LdCT scan slices. Reference [20] showed the MRF-T method has certain advantages through visual inspection, clinical evaluation and quantified measures. We include the statistical study showing the clinical benefit in nodule detection and characterization using the MRF-T method in Appendix A. Therefore, for any LdCT Fig. 2 . The setup for the evaluation of the DB-MRF-T method. For selected subject A, the MRF texture extracted from its FdCT is the MRF texture reference. The reconstructed image using reference MRF textureas prior is the image reference. The reconstructed image using DB MRF texture as prior is our test image.
scan, we defined (1) the MRF texture from its previous FdCT as the reference MRF texture and (2) the reconstructed image using the reference MRF texture is reference image. These two references are illustrated in Fig. 2 . We tried MRF texture from other patients in the database as a prior for testing our hypothesis. This evaluation setup is also illustrated in Fig. 2 .
By this setup, we found it is possible to obtain similar reconstruction images using the MRF texture from the database compared with the reference image. Furthermore, we defined the testing MRF texture (FdCT MRF texture B in Fig. 2 ) closeness to the reference MRF texture (FdCT MRF texture A in Fig. 2 ) using the simple Euclidean distance between them. We found as we slowly increase the MRF distance from about zero, the reconstruction quality decreases slowly for a range, then degrades much faster beyond some turning point. This observation is especially useful for our further study on how to select a valid MRF texture from the database, as the MRF Euclidean distance provides an easy-to-implement criteria. The complete pseudo code of the DB-MRF-T is presented below on the next page, where FBP{y} indicates the operation of reconstructing the image by FBP method, N 0 i is the mean number of X-ray photons just before entering the body and going toward the detector cell i , and σ 2 e is the variance of the electronic noise. In this LdCT framework, the FBP reconstructed image with low-pass filter was used as the initial image to start the iteration. The solution that minimizes Eq. (2), is an iterative updating algorithm based on the over-relaxation (SOR) method [29] .
In the following section, we will discuss how the MRF texture database was built, the evaluation process and experimental results of the presented DB-MRF-T method.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We performed this study in the following steps:
Step 1: Construct a FdCT MRF texture database.
Step 2: Reconstruct the reference image using the reference MRF texture.
Step 3: Quantify the closeness of MRF in the database to the reference MRF using Euclidean distance.
Step 4: Reconstruct testing images using testing MRF texture and evaluate the results comparint to the reference image.
Initialization: 
Step 5: Statistical analysis for the number of valid MRF candidates based on our current database.
Firstly, we built up a MRF texture database for each tissue type. Then one LdCT slice was selected as our experiment subject. Two refernence, one in MRF texture domain and the other in image domain are accordingly determined following Fig. 2 . Next, we sorted the MRF texture from the other patients according to their closeness to the reference MRF texture (i.e. the Euclidean distance between the two sets of MRF texture). We categorized the closeness into eight levels and used the MRF texture in each level to perform the Bayesian image reconstruction respectively. Then, the eight reconstructed images using different MRF texture are evaluated against our reference image. It is expected the reconstructed image texture quality will be degraded when their MRF texture distance becomes larger. We validated this hypothesis by quantifying image texture quality through the well-known Haralick texture measures [32] . We also studied how many matches of the MRF parameter can be found for any image slice and any patient in our database.
The above experiment for one selected patient was repeated for another patient until all patients in database were selected. More details on each step will be described below.
A. FdCT MRF Texture Database Construction
A total of 133 patients, who were scheduled for CT-guided lung nodule needle biopsy at Stony Brook University Hospital, were prospectively recruited to this study under informed consent after approval by the Institutional Review Board. The patients were scanned using a clinical CT scanner. The X-ray tube voltage was set 120 kVp, and the tube current was set 100 mAs for the FdCT scans. The subsequent LdCT scans were performed at 20 mAs/120 kVp level. The raw data was calibrated by the CT system and outputted as post-log sinogram data or line integrals. Each patient was scanned a portion of the lung volume and contributed 30 slices to the FdCT database resulting in a database of 133×30 (3990) slices in total. An FdCT MRF-texture database was then constructed based on this dataset. From this database, we extracted the MRF texture following the left flowchart in Fig. 1 .
Firstly, all the sinograms in the FdCT database were reconstructed by the FBP image method with "ramp" filter at Nyquist frequency. Then the reconstructed FdCT images were segmented using our previously-reported VQ algorithm, which was also adapted in this application. Previously, each voxel inside the image would be assigned to one specific tissue based on the classification once the number of tissues was set, e.g., R = 4 to represent lung, bone, fat and muscle. In the classification, the center of each class (i.e. the mean value of the intensity within one specific tissue) would be updated once a new voxel was added, and become the new reference point for the to-be-classified voxel. In this study, we modified this procedure by setting the initial class center equal to the intensity of the four peaks in the CT image histogram. This modification makes the segmentation much more robust.
Additionally, morphological operations were applied to the tissue masks to enlarge the segmented lung parenchyma and bone region boundary slightly so that the final lung region for MRF texture prediction would include both the blood vessels inside lung and the juxta-pleural nodules. The medullary cavity of bone with relatively lower intensities was also included in the refined bone region for MRF texture prediction of the bone tissue. Figure 3 presents an example of segmenting the full-dose image. The tissue-specific MRF texture can be extracted from the segmented regions following the instruction in section II. A, using Eq. (5). Figure 4 showed the four tissuespecific MRF texture extracted from the selected FdCT shown in Fig. 3 . It was found that a 7×7 MRF window size on each image slice is sufficient because the MRF coefficients beyond this window are close to zero and have nearly no impact. It is worth noting that the sum of the predicted MRF texture is close 1 as expected and the matrix does not have to be transpose invariant, which is also different from the simple MRF parameters in Eq. (5).
B. MRF Reference and Closeness Quantification
For illustration purposes, the experiment for one selected slice is described below to explain the concept, and the experiment procedure would be repeated for the other patients. Figure 5 presents the FBP images of selected LdCT scan and its corresponding FdCT image. The patient ID is #219 marked in the figure. The tissue-specific MRF texture extracted from this FdCT image will be the MRF reference for measuring the closeness of the MRF texture in the database. The four tissue type MRF references are shown in Fig. 4 . Because the tissue-specific MRF is regionally determined, a full registration between thte full-and low-dose CT images is not necessary and serves as one of the primary advantages to the MRF-T method. More details can be found in [20] .
Given the four tissue-specific MRF texture reference, we can rank the closeness of the MRF texture in the database of the same tissue type respectively. The normalized Euclidean distance was used to quantify the closeness which can be expressed as:
where, x i is i th element of the MRF texture, and x r f,i is the i th element of the reference MRF. Larger distance means the less closeness. We divided the closeness into eight levels, whose In the end, we obtained nine LdCT images, one using the reference MRF and eight using testing MRF from the database.
According to Eq. (6), our prior term is quadratic, with regional texture-specific MRF texture w r, j m . The element values are not always positive, refer in Fig. 4 and Fig 6,  but were bounded within [−1 1] . Therefore, the texturespecific texture result in the correlation between the convexity of objective function, Eq. (2) and the hyper parameter β in Eq. (6). In the Appendix B, we calculated the range of β to satisfy the objective function convex condition, i.e. to satisfy its Hessian positive definite, where the Hessian can be expressed as:
In the LdCT image reconstruction, the smoothing parameter β was set to 3 × 10 5 empirically, which would ensure the convergence and also give the best eye-appealing results [16] . Figure 7 shows the nine images reconstructed by the proposed DB-MRF-T method. The image (R) refers to the image using MRF reference and it is also our image reference. The images (a)-(h) are corresponding to the closeness level in Fig. 3 . The zoomed in images are also presented in Fig. 7 with the same meaning notation. According to Fig. 7 , the nine images (R)-(h) are visually similar. It indicates that if the MRF texture from database is with the distance ≤2, the DB-MRF-T reconstructed images could have similar looks to the reference image. If the distance is too far, there will be significant visual difference, for instance the difference of images between Huber-MRF method and MRF-T method [20] . While, in some cases, similar looks dose not guarantee their similar texture due to the limitation of huam visual judgement. In addition to the visual inspection, we further evaluate the image quality through quantified metrics, especially the Haralick texture measures based on its effectiveness on nodule detection and diagnosis. The quantified image quality assessment is described below.
2) Image Quality Assessment: Computer-aided nodule detection and diagnosis has made a lot of progress. One key step of this method is to extract effective feature descriptors for the computer algorithm which is known as the feature engineering. These texture features are found to play an important role in this application, therefore we proposed the MRF-T method to enhance the tissue-textures in the LdCT image reconstruction. In this experiment, we applied the Haralick features to quantitatively evaluate the texture preservation of images reconstructed using different closeness level tissuespecific MRF.
The abnormal tissue or nodule is of the most clinical interest and its corresponding area becomes the region of interest (ROI). The ROIs were outlined by an experienced radiologist. The ROI of the selected patient is marked by a yellow box in Fig. 5 . We firstly use the general quantities to evaluate the image within the ROI then use Haralick features to assess the image textures. This study focuses on expanding our previously proposed MRF-T method to DB-MRF-T method. The result of MRF-T is our reference. We compared the algorithms of the MRF-T, FBP, GsMRF and HuMRF through visual inspection, normal vector flow measure Haralick texture meaure and physician scoring in the previous study. More details can be found in reference [20] .
a) Pixel-by-pixel intensity comparison:
The zoomed reference ROI image of (R) in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8 (R) . The ROI image intensity difference between the reconstructed images and the reference (R) are shown in Fig. 8 (a)-(h) . The higher brightness means a larger difference. The images of (a)-(h) are corresponding to the MRF Euclidean distance groups from 0.05 to 2.0 ascendingly. The closest MRF produces the most similar image (image (a)). As the MRF closeness decreases, the generated image becomes more different from the image reference, i.e. the overall brightness of image (a)-(g) increases accordingly. 
b) Intensity RMSE and correlation coefficient:
We employed root-mean-squared error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient (CC) as quantitative metrics to assess the consistency of the reconstructed images by DB-MRF-T method to the image reference. These two metrics can be calculated as follows:
where μ is the reconstructed image map and μ ref is our image reference defined above.μ andμ re f is the mean value of μ and μ ref respectively. Smaller RMSE or larger CC means the two images are more similar.
The measured results are shown in Table I . We can see as the MRF closeness decreases, the RMSE increases and the CC decreases monotonically. Both metrics show the same trend that the image quality degrades when MRF distance increases. CC ≈ 1 for MRF distance of 0.05 and 0.1, which means the first two images are very similar with the reference. c) Haralick texture features evaluation: The Haralick texture measures, which have been widely used as principal features in lung nodule classification, were utilized as the texture indicator in this study. More explanations on the Haralick texture measures can be found in [32] and [33] .
The Euclidean distances of Haralick features in the ROI region between the reference image and the other eight images are calculated. We expect to see a trend that as the DB MRF distance increase (closeness decrease), the Euclidean distance of Haralick measure should also increase. Figure 9 shows the Haralick distance response with the MRF distance. The Haralick distance is positively correlated with the MRF distance, which agrees with the trend we are expecting. It is observed that the Haralick distance is not linearly increasing with the MRF distance. There is a slowly changing region and then a big jump at MRF distance 0.3. This indicates the Haralick texture can be largely preserved if the DB MRF distance satisfies certain closeness criteria. The detailed comparison of five dominate Haralick measures response to the MRF distance is shown in Fig. 10 . The legend number refers to the MRF distance. It is observed that larger MRF distance results in larger Haralick distance and This type of Haralick feature response trend shown in Fig. 9 was commonly observed in our study, we present two other cases below. Figure 11 (top) plotted the LdCT images of the other two selected patients indicated by #10 and #218. The ROI (i.e. the nodule area) is marked by a yellow box. Figure 11 (bottom) shows the Haralick response with the MRF distance for the selected patients. As expected, the results of the three patients show the same trend that the Haralick distance increases with the MRF distance. Observing the changing rate of Haralick distance for the three patients, we found there is a "turning point" before which the Haralick distance does not change significantly and after which it changes sharply. The "turning point" is at MRF 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 for #10, #218 and #219 respectively. This observation of "turning point" demonstrates the feasibility of applying the MRF texture of other patients in the FdCT database for LdCT image reconstruction of any randomly selected patient without noticeable change of the Haralick texture measures. Based on the repeated analysis of other patients in our database the quantified MRF closeness (i.e. Euclidean distance) of 0.2 could be a good cut-off criteria for the matched MRF candidate selection but limited in our 133-subject database.
D. Statistical Analysis of Candidate Number in Our Database
With the cut-off criteria of the MRF distance of 0.2, we labeled all the qualified MRF candidates for each patient to find out the candidate number for any to-be-reconstructed patient.
Since each patient was scanned a portion of the lung volume and contributed 30 transverse CT slices to the database, we firstly treated each slice as an independent subject. For each selected slice of the patient, we would like to find how many slices in the database would match excluding slices from the same patient. That means we investigated the number of candidates from the 3960 (i.e., 3990-30) slices in the database which excluded the 30 slices of the same patient. Figure 12 shows the histogram and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the candidate number for each slice, which has excluded 30 slices of itself as mentioned above. From the histogram, the candidate number varies between 0 and 2,000 with frequency distributing between 85 and 15. Forty-eight out of 3,990 subjects have less than thirty-five validated candidates whereas thirty out of 3990 subjects have more than two thousand candidates. From CDF of Fig. 12 , 90% of the subjects (the lower red dash line) have more than 250 qualified candidates and 80% (the upper red dash line) have more than 510 qualified candidates. These results demonstrate that the majority (≥90%) of the subjects had ample qualified candidates. For the 48 slices with less than 35 candidates, we can increase their candidate number by enlarging the database.
Considering one patient (with 30 slices) as one subject, we found more than eighteen valid candidate patients in the database for any selected patient. Because the scanning lung portion of each patient may not be overlapped entirely, we chose 10 slices matching as the criteria for the patient matching. Figure 13 explains non-entire overlap scanning portion between patients. We marked the whole lung volume in a blue box. For illustration, the scanning regions of patient #A and patient #B are marked by black box and yellow box respectively. Patient #A and patient #B only have a few scanning slices of anatomical overlap in these ranges. This anatomic scanning mismatch can lead to the mismatch of their MRF texture since the MRF texture are slice based and only a neighborhood of 6 slices share the similar MRF pattern. Therefore, we assume if patient #A and patient #B have ten matching slices, they are matching patients. Figure 14 presents the boxplot of the statistical candidate patient number under condition of different matching slices. We find the median candidate number is 85 and the minimum candidate number is eighteen when matching slices is 10. That means for any to-be-reconstructed patient, more than eighteen other patients' MRF texture can be used for its LdCT image reconstruction.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This work explored the feasibility of extracting clinically useful tissue textures from a FdCT database as priori knowledge to enhance the regional tissue textures in LdCT image reconstruction of new coming patients. The proposed DB-MRF-T method considers the anatomical similarity among human beings' tissues and expands the application of MRF-T method to scenarios where a previous FdCT of the to-be-reconstructed patient is not available. The reconstructed image using the MRF-T method was used as our reference image since it has shown clinical advantages benefit from the tissue texture enhancement, refer Appendix A. By comparing the DB-MRF-T reconstructed images with the reference image, this paper showed that the DB-MRF-T can also enhance the LdCT image by preserving its intrinsic tissue texture when we choose a proper MRF texture from the FdCT database.
We designed experiments to quantitatively study the relationship between the MRF distance and the final image texture preservation, which was evaluated by the Haralick feature measures. In this study, we observed a "turning point" in the Haralick distance vs. MRF Euclidean distance curve, Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 . This non-linear relationship provided important reference for the MRF texture selection from the FdCT database. Based on our not-too-small 3990-slice database, 0.2 seems to be a good estimation of the turning point but limited to our dataset. If the database size increases, we could choose smaller value for better effect. This observation of turning point provides us an easy way to label matched candidates in the database for the following studies. Statistical analysis based on our current database showed that for any to-bereconstructed slice, there would be more than 200 slices from other patients as matched candidates with MRF distance ≤0.2. If we consider the whole 30 slices of one patient together, there would be more than eighteen matched patients under the condition that the two patients have at least ten matched slices.
Utilizing the previous full-dose diagnostic images in the database to improve the current LdCT images is an effective way to deal with the cases in which no prior FdCT scans exist for the target patient. Recently, noticeable research efforts have been devoted into restoring the LdCT image with the assistance of the FdCT database [35] - [37] . For example, in the studies [35] , [36] , a set of large number of small image patches created from the previous FdCT scans were stored, and each patch was labeled by the anatomic position. By searching the matched image patches in the database for each patch on the target image, they obtained the weights of the neighborhood filter and then applied the filter into the LdCT image reconstruction to reduce the noise. In the report [37] , a set of 3D patches were extracted from the FdCT database and an adaptive coefficient shrinkage technique was used to suppress the noise while preserving the textures. Both of the methods, i.e. [35] - [37] , are performed in the reconstructed image domain and need to search for the matched patches for the target patches. Therefore, artifacts generated by the target image reconstruction might mislead the patch searching, which would be much more severe in the ultra-low dose cases. In contract, our presented method is performed directly in the sinogram domain during image reconstruction process. The tissue-specific textures are modeled by the MRF theorem as a priori knowledge and applied adaptively as a regularizer to the corresponding regions in the LdCT image reconstruction, instead of matching the patches between the previous FdCT database and the current to-be-reconstructed LdCT image.
As a proposed FdCT database-assisted Bayesian image reconstruction of LdCT scans, this DB-MRF-T method has several remaining issues, which shall be addressed and will be our future research tasks. The first issue relates to the limited field-of-view of the entire lungs (only 30 slices around the to-be-biopsied nodules). In the future, we will extend our current study protocol to cover the entire lung volume in the FdCT scan. The second issue is labeling the FdCT database so that the search of a match from the FdCT database to the current LdCT image reconstruction can be done quickly. In the future, we will develop a feature class for each MRF parameter group, whose members satisfy the MRF closeness criterion (i.e. the Euclidean distance of 0.2) to facilitate the machine learning search for the reconstruction of the current LdCT images. While the presented DB-MRF-T was implemented in the post-log sinogram domain, the MRF texture model is adaptable to the pre-log shift Poisson transmission data space [38] . Some preliminary results from our adaption effort were reported in the conference paper [23] . This adaption is another task of our research interest. Furthurmore, testing the difference between MRF coefficients from health volunteers and subjects with nodule will be another task of our future researches.
APPENDIX A TISSUE-SPECIFIC MRF CLINICAL PERFORMANCE
IN NODULE DIAGNOSIS AND DETECTION A total of 133 patients with a suspicious pulmonary nodule scheduled for biopsy were recruited under informed consent and assessed prospectively. The data acquisition protocol included a setup scan at 100mAs level, a second scan at 40mAs, a third scan at 20mAs, followed by scans at either 40 or 20mAs (depending on the body size) until the needle reached the target. Kilovolt peak was fixed at 120 for all scans. Three sets of sinograms (100, 40 and 20mAs) from each patient were reconstructed by each of three strategies: (a) the standard filtered backprojection (FBP) method, (b) the widely cited Huber weighting MRF prior model (MRF-H) for SIR, and (c) our proposed reconstruction strategy MRF-T, which incorporates the tissue-specific textures of lung, fat, muscle and bone from a previous FdCT images as the a priori knowledge.
Experienced thoracic radiologists reviewed and scored all images in a random fashion, blinded to the algorithms used for the reconstructions. Each nodule identified in the image volume was marked, including the 133 biopsy target nodules and 28 other non-target nodules. These 28 non-target nodules were not recommended for biopsy, because of their small size (most are 3 to 5 mm) in the patients who were scheduled for the medical intervention operations.
A. Results of Nodule Characterization
A 10 point likert scale was used for all scoring to characterize the 133 target nodule images according to the criteria of malignancy described in [39] and [40] . Each of the 133 nodule images has 7 scores:
(1). Three scores from FBP reconstructions at three dose levels of 100, 40 and 20 mAs respectively; (2). Two scores from MRF-H reconstructions at two dose levels of 40 and 20 mAs respectively; (3). Two scores from MRF-T reconstructions at two dose levels of 40 and 20 mAs respectively. The heavier lines in Fig. 15 link the mean scores and bars are based on standard errors at the three dose levels. Clearly low radiation dose level has lower image characterization qualities. All the plots drop faster from 100 to 40 than from 40 to 20mAs. Comparing the three curves, the score for FBP drops from 100 to 20mAs faster than MRF-H does, who drops faster than MRF-T. These results agree with our expectation. Firstly, both the statistical model-based image reconstruction methods (MRF-H and MRF-T) consider more accurately the CT data fluctuation at the low-dose acquisition procedure. Therefore, it is theoretically expected to perform better than the analytical method FBP which does not consider the data fluctuation property and imposes a spatially-invariant noise filter to modulate the noise fluctuation across the FOV in the LdCT reconstruction. Secondly, the MRF-T method considers the tissue-specific textures from previous full-dose highquality diagnostic CT (FdCT) scans as the a priori knowledge and applies the knowledge for tissue-specific regional adaptive reconstruction of the current LdCT images. The consideration of tissue-specific textures from previously available FdCT scans is expected to enhance the tissue-specific regional textures in the reconstructed LdCT images.
B. Results of Nodule Detection
For detection of both the 133 target nodules and other 28 non-target nodules, the task includes two steps of (1) localizing the locations of abnormalities and (2) classifying the abnormalities at the locations as being highly likely nodules or normal lung tissues. The detection was performed by one radiologist reading and confirmed by another radiologist. The confirmed 161 detections of FBP at the full-dose level are assumed as the baseline for comparison. Comparing the detection restuls of the radiologist with the pathology results for fasle positive evaluation is challenging and beyond the scope of this work. The detection outcomes from all the 161 nodules are shown by Table II. For the characterization task, only MRF-T at 40 mAs did not have a significant difference compared to the FBP at 100 mAs. At both 40 and 20 mAs dose levels, MRF-T performed better than MRF-H, which also performed better than FBP. For the The objective function is strictly convex.
